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Widely recognized as one of the most powerful healing methods that have ever been

developed, bioenergy healing is relatively easy to learn. Csongor’s unique writing—as if you

were listening to him live at one of his seminars—makes this comprehensive book on energy

healing a light, yet very informative read. If you are a fast reader, you may learn to heal in only

one day. By the end of the book, you will become a healer for a lifetime.Csongor Daniel was

one of the first officially recognized bioenergy healers in the former Yugoslavia, trained by the

legendary Zdenko Domancic. While his teacher has healed more than a million people,

Csongor has no such ambitions. Instead, he would like to teach more than a million of you how

to become healers yourselves. Bioenergy Healing will teach you how to feel and see the

energy fields of the body and how to manipulate the energy in order to induce healing. QR

codes throughout the book enable readers to see the techniques demonstrated in brief

videos.Who needs Bioenergy Healing? Anyone who has ever dabbled in healing, but is still

looking for the right method; people who read most books on energy healing, but are still

puzzled by complicated approaches and explanations; individuals who want to learn energy

healing, but are too busy to take months or years of courses; health professionals who want to

add a new effective modality to their practices; parents and children who want to help their

friends and family members reduce or eliminate pain and heal without drugs. In other words:

everyone wanting to help others to heal.



Advanced Praise for Bioenergy Healing“Outstanding exploration of a scientist turned healer’s

experience in working with patients to utilize the energy that fills the universe. This short

volume teaches the reader how to cut to the core of health issues and live happily and

healthily. It gets rid of the crutch mentality, where drugs and surgery are the only healing

techniques and draws on the concepts of traditional medicine globally. Csongor Daniel uses

the subtle methods of mind, body and spirit for healing and works with a clean environment,

internally and externally.”—Diane WolffAuthor“In just 238 short pages Csongor eloquently yet

simply explains that we all have the potential to heal. We are all energetic beings, and

everything is energy. These are not easy concepts for most of us to accept or understand. Yet

through undeniable scientific data, relating to our personal experiences and using his own

often humorous stories, Csongor leaves you with no doubt that we all have the innate ability to

heal simply using energy.“What’s more, Csongor uses a quarter century of his own experience

and the teachings he received from his Master to reveal a system of healing that will forever

change the way you experience and understand how we create disease in the body, how the

body heals, and how we can heal each other.”—Stephen EdwardsAuthor, Speaker“I have

training in the Domancic bioenergy healing method, personal bioenergy healing experience

with Csongor Daniel, and mentoring experience with him as well. It is a privilege to share my

impressions of his latest book. First and foremost, it is a nicely distilled documentation of

bioenergy theory, exercises, and practice. It is therefore quite useful to apprentice and novice

energy healers. Experienced bioenergy healers will find utility in the compendium of protocols

in the book. As a psychotherapist who is blending bioenergy with psychotherapy, I am

appreciative of the case studies detailing how bioenergy treatments are integrated with other

modalities. Csongor’s writing style is easy to read. He invites the reader along at a nice but

effective pace. It’s a worthy read for anyone interested in bioenergy healing.”—Gregory Boyce,

M.A.Author, No More Drama: A Practical Guide to Healthy Relationships“Csongor Daniel has

the most amazing balanced energy of anyone I’ve ever met. He has the ability to then use this

incredible talent for the good of others. Not only have I watched him heal with his abilities, I’ve

been a recipient of his work. I credit Csongor with giving my life back to me when I thought

fibromyalgia and chronic fatigue had reduced my life to that of an invalid. I always refer clients

to him with the greatest of confidence. I also teach my Intuitive Arts students his process of

learning to ‘see,’ ‘feel,’ and ‘use’ energy directly from his book, Bioenergy: A Healing for the 21st

Century. He truly is a gift to all of us.”—Betty McCormack,Master Practitioner of Intuitive

ArtsCopyright © 2016 by Csongor DanielAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be

reproduced in any manner without the express written consent of the publisher, except in the

case of brief excerpts in critical reviews or articles. All inquiries should be addressed to Helios

Press, 307 West 36th Street, 11th Floor, New York, NY 10018.Helios books may be purchased

in bulk at special discounts for sales promotion, corporate gifts, fund-raising, or educational

purposes. Special editions can also be created to specifications. For details, contact the

Special Sales Department, Skyhorse Publishing, 307 West 36th Street, 11th Floor, New York,

NY 10018 or info@skyhorsepublishing.com.Helios Press is an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing,

Inc.®, a Delaware corporation.Visit our website at .10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1Library of Congress

Cataloging-in-Publication Data is available on file.Cover design by Jane SheppardCover photo

credit: ThinkstockPrinted in the United States of AmericaThis book is not intended as a

substitute for the medical advice of physicians; the methods discussed are not designed to

replace conventional medicine. The reader should regularly consult a physician in matters



relating to his/her health and particularly with respect to any symptoms that may require

diagnosis or medical attention.To all who need healingandTo all who want to helpTABLE OF
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HealingBasic hand moves and positionsTaking energyAdding energyBalancing the
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(positive)Finishing moves10. The Procedure11. Psychokinesis12. Bioenergy Healing

Examples and Case Studies13. Group Healing14. Healing Animals and Plants15. Long-

Distance HealingBonus ChaptersDowsing OverviewHealthy Living OverviewA Healthy

BodyThe Ultimate Energy-Enhancing ExerciseAbout the AuthorIntroductionFifteen years after

publishing my first book, Biotherapy: A Healing for the 21st Century, as well as teaching

hundreds of lectures and seminars in the United States and internationally, I realized that I

could teach anyone to become a healer. Furthermore, I was assured that I could accomplish

that in as little as one day. My seminars were enough evidence to back up that conviction.

Putting it in writing was the next step. However, as the sentences and pages started piling up,

the perfectionist in me wouldn’t leave anything out. I wanted to give the beginner healer all the

necessary intellectual and practical knowledge to not only help themselves, but to become

proficient in healing anyone needing help. Instead of the target 50 pages—which any person

could have read in a day—the book just kept growing and eventually ended up the size you are

holding now.Bioenergy healing can truly be learned as fast as you can read; however, it takes a

lot of practice and a lifetime of experience to perfect. By relating my own knowledge and

experiences, I hope I was able to cut that time shorter for you. Whether you wish to help

yourself, your family members, your friends, or thousands of strangers, I trust Bioenergy

Healing will aid you in that quest. Moreover, if I help you to heal only one person in your

lifetime, all my work will be well worth it.Thank you for your interest in Bioenergy Healing and

your noble desire to heal others.1.You Too Can Be a Healer: You Are a HealerChances are, if

you picked up this book, you already believe that you can heal. However, even if you have no

such ambitions, you automatically became a healer the moment you were born.Think about it:

when you cut yourself, is it the bandage that stops the bleeding? Of course not! It is your

body’s incredible ability to repair itself. The bandage just keeps the wound (and your clothes)

clean and prevents further injury.When you have a cold, is it the ibuprofen, or the echinacea, or

the extra vitamin C that heals you? Those things surely make your life less miserable, but they

don’t heal you; they just assist you. It is again your body that does it.This is nothing new. It

happens to animals and plants as well. Every living creature has the ability—the mechanism—

to repair itself in one way or another.Sometimes we do need a little boost in the form of

medicine or surgery, but many times something as simple as a hug will do. Think again: when

your children get hurt, what do you do? You pick them up, hug them, and kiss or stroke the

painful spot, right? Sure, there is quite a psychological factor helping to stop the pain, but what

you don’t realize is that there is a tremendous amount of energy exchanging between you and

your child at that moment. Did they need medicine or surgery to stop the pain? No. It was your

embrace alone that did the trick.What do you feel when you hug someone? Warmth? Tingling?

Some trembling even? Either way, it is a pleasant feeling accompanied by a significant energy-

mingle between two huggers.Most of the preceding examples happen without us noticing the

actual energy. It is similar to walking down the street and feeling that there is someone behind

us—which we usually confirm by turning around and indeed finding someone there. We don’t

think about any energy at the time; we just have a “feeling.”Do you know the game where you



stare at someone’s temple in the movie theatre until they turn around? Same thing—it is the

energy they will eventually feel, but they will turn around on a whim, not because they think that

a particular force field is disturbing their peace.This energy is everywhere and literally is

everything. It travels any distance in a speck of time. How many times have you thought of

someone just to hear the phone ring a moment later with that person on the other line? I bet

this thought put a smile on your face, right? Indeed, it happens to all of us. You may even have

a special person (or a few people) that it happens with more often than with others. Sharing

this connection with your friends or loved ones is quite fun, isn’t it? I have an aunt with whom

this connection is so strong that it became a competition. Just the thought of her will make me

leap for the phone, because I know her call is coming. I try to beat her to it and call first. To

which she would say: “Wow, I was just about to call you! You beat me again!” Of course, this

goes the other way round quite often as well.My strongest connection is with my girlfriend, with

whom I don’t even have to set up a time to talk. It is just a feeling that makes me pick up a

phone and call her. Quite often I get the answer after the very first ring: “You are a sage!”

Again, it goes both ways.Does this mean that we are all psychics? In a way: yes. We all have

abilities beyond our imagination. We call them psychic powers or other metaphysical names

only because we don’t have any firm scientific explanations for them—or at least we don’t

know of them in our everyday lives. The mass media doesn’t handle healing and other “psychic

phenomena” in a scientific manner. Rather, they are presented in sensationalized or

preposterous ways, as reporters search for the miracles in them or simply try to ridicule

them.Think of some old “facts”: The sun revolves around the earth; the earth is flat; nothing

heavier than air will ever fly; everything there is to know has already been invented; and so on.

Every generation needs an open mind—including ours.In reality, we all have the ability to

sense one another whether we are close by or separated by great distances. We just don’t

utilize that ability enough. It is easier to open our mouths and talk. Convenience dictates

picking up the phone or sending a message. It is common knowledge that we use a very small

amount of our brain capacity (and manage to reduce even that within a lifetime). If we could

use more or most of it, who knows where we could be? Maybe we would talk telepathically or

even hover around defying gravity! We certainly would be able to control our bodies better in

order to keep them healthy. Why not do it now?I ask at the beginning of each lecture and

seminar: “What is the most important thing in your life?” After the usual responses are out of

the way (kids, grandkids, husband, wife, or a valued animal or asset), eventually everyone

comes to the same conclusion: it is your health. Without it you couldn’t take care of your loved

ones and the other important things in your life. It is directly or indirectly the tool that enables

you to achieve everything you want in life.The follow-up question: how much time do you spend

every day on the most important thing in your life? This is when most people start turning their

heads and avoiding eye contact.Sure, we sleep, brush our teeth, and do other things every day

that directly affect our health, but do we really consciously think about our health every day?

Some of us may, but most people don’t. Blindly following outdated health doctrines does not

help. For instance, our conscience may be clear about drinking milk because the ad said: “It

does a body good!” But does it really? Have you checked lately? Have you googled it yet?Our

health is the most precious thing we have in our lifetime. Just ask anyone—rich or poor, young

or old—who has lost it! The richest man lying on his death bed would give anything in order to

be healthy again. Anything. That is the bottom line.However, when we are healthy, we do take it

for granted. Just think of how many times you have stuffed your face with fast food, sugary

carbonated drinks, or calories of questionable origins! Our health doesn’t come cheap. We

have to maintain it. We have to nourish it. We have to guard it.At the risk of going on a rant



here, the bottom line is this: you and only you are responsible for your own health and you can’t

expect others to do it for you. You certainly can’t blame others—especially not your TV set—if

things go sour. Accept that the food and medical industries are primarily businesses with a

need for profit. You come in second. Thankfully, nowadays you don’t have to spend hours in the

library searching through literature in order to find answers to your health questions. Sit down

by your computer, and in mere minutes, you will have your answers. I just wanted to wake up

your curiosity and give you a little kick in the butt.I certainly can’t change everything about you

or anyone else. It would be impossible. However, if I can help you even a little bit and give you

directions on how to improve your health and well-being—furthermore, how to heal others—I

have made a difference in this world. I did my part by writing down all my healing knowledge.

Now it is up to you to read it and implement it. This book is truly dedicated to teaching you to

become a healer as fast as you can read—in as little as a few days!2.Everything Is EnergyIf

you look at the human body, it appears to be solid—flexible yes, but still solid. Yet, we know

that roughly 70 percent of the body is water (with variations, depending on one’s age). Can you

hear that water splashing around? Of course not because it is contained in trillions of tiny little

balloons called cells. Let’s magnify an individual cell—or better yet: an individual drop of water.

We will find that it is made of molecules. These also resemble balloons, and are filled with

gases: hydrogen and oxygen. Now, if we could go deeper into them, at higher magnification,

we would find atoms—the tiniest particles that make up the entire universe.Let’s review the

atom, in case you skipped your quantum physics class. When you think of atomic structure,

you may compare it to the solar system: in the middle of the atom, you have the nucleus (like

the sun in the middle of the solar system). Surrounded by electrons (like the planets around the

sun) traveling at a certain distance from the middle, never drifting away or collapsing into the

center. The real key to understanding energy is the actual distance between the nucleus (or the

sun) and the electrons (or planets). For a moment, don’t think of the model of the solar system

sitting on the teacher’s desk that you remember from school. That was only a visual aid that

has nothing to do with accuracy. The real model would be impossible to contain in any school

facility. The actual distances are just mind-boggling: If we could shrink the sun to the size of a

pea, Pluto (sorry, Pluto, for losing your planetary status, but it is the last rock in our solar

system) would be a mile and a half away, and it would be the size of a bacterium! Yet, they still

stay together in their predetermined path, held together by this invisible force we call

gravity.The actual atomic structure is even more unbelievable. If we could magnify the nucleus

(which is positively charged) to be the size of a pin head and put it in the middle of a stadium,

the closest electron (which is negatively charged) would be outside the bleachers! Moreover,

the weight of the entire stadium (or atom in this case) would be contained in that single

nucleus! Now imagine the tiny electron as only a speck of dust (if even that) traveling around

the stadium at such breakneck speed that you would never be able to actually point it out. It

would cover any spot in the stadium at any given moment, giving it the appearance of a full

ball. Yes, to an outsider, the atom would appear to be a ball. However, we know that it is not.

Most of that atom is just the energy holding things together; 99.9999999999 percent (give or

take a few nines) of the atom is just empty space, like the universe itself. As in the universe,

there are some distant “stars” in the atom as well, called quarks, as well as other tiny

“particles,” but they are not important for the purposes of our visualization.Now, if you take one

of these near empty stadiums and find another nearly empty stadium and then another mega

zillion of these, you will end up with a human body. We do appear solid, but we know that deep

down we are made of mostly nothing—99.9999999999 percent of our bodies is empty space,

to be more accurate. We are primarily pure energy.We also know that our bodies are



electromagnetic in nature. Our nerves transfer electromagnetic signals all day long. Our

heartbeat is regulated by electric current, and our hearts transfer an electrical charge to the

blood cells as they travel through. Not to mention our electromagnetic brain activity. As a matter

of fact, we can measure everything in our bodies in the same way that we can measure

electrical current in a radio or TV set: we have amps, ohms, volts, and so on.As with power

lines that are surrounded by an electromagnetic field as long as there is current, our bodies are

surrounded by an electromagnetic field as well. In the power lines, the field can be measured,

and it can be mathematically accounted for. The human body is a bit more delicate and

complex than that. It would be quite difficult to get an accurate reading, and quantifying it would

be nearly impossible. There are ways to photograph the field around us, but those are still not

precise enough. Kirlian photography has been around since the 1930s and has shown mixed

results. It is possible to take pictures of the aura around your hand or a leaf or various other

objects or body parts. However, the photo can’t give a precise measurement of the energy field.

There are Kirlian machines that will depict what the aura around your head may look like in real

time, but those, again, are just electromagnetic connections read off your hand (through a

conductive plate) and subsequently transformed in a computer to a picture around your head.

They are great for new age expos, but not good enough for modern medical diagnoses.Kirlian

photo of the author’s right middle finger at rest (nice and even)Same finger during negative

thoughts (note how it is broken up)Same finger during healing (note the size and

intensity)Contemporary medicine still has the best diagnostic methods. Unfortunately, it

separates the mind from the body (or the electromagnetic from the physical) and doesn’t look

at the human being as a whole. It is important to realize that, as with all things in the universe,

our energy tries to stay in a certain balance, as depicted in the t’ai chi symbol, a.k.a. the yin

and yang. We learned that the human energy field itself is connected to every aspect of our

being: mind, body, spirit, emotions, and whatnot. Balancing the energy will thus affect every

part. Many times I had clients with certain physical problems, and they reported improvements

in their mental and emotional lives, too. Vice versa as well. Balancing produces positive side

effects.According to Chinese philosophy, everything is comprised of opposites: male–female,

hot–cold, mountain–valley, fire–water, and so forth. There is always a little bit of one in the

other. However, one cannot overtake the other—that would mean the end of them both, or

death.Our universe as well as our energy system tries to stay in infinite balance. In the case of

an inanimate object—for instance, a plastic chair (which, mind you, is also made of energy)—

this balance is persistent until the moment we burn that chair or disintegrate it in another

fashion. Our bodies are quite different. Our energy changes all the time, virtually every moment

of our lives. It depends on many factors, such as nutrition, environment, the people around us,

our thoughts, and so forth. It is practically impossible to keep it balanced for long periods of

time, yet we don’t necessarily become ill every time it goes out of the equilibrium. The

problems start when we have parts of the energy out of balance for longer periods of time.

Most illnesses actually show up first in the energy field and only later in the body. As a general

rule, the healthy aura is always smooth and even at an approximate distance of an arm’s length

from the body. We may feel imbalances in parts of it even when the person feels perfectly

healthy—that again is because the problems will show in the field before they show in the body.

Thus, it is sometimes possible to predict a problem before it happens. Naturally, this doesn’t

apply to injuries and violent acts with baseball bats, bullets, and such.The ultimate goal is to

stay as close to the balance as possible, at any given moment in our lives.3.The Healthy

AuraOur energy field is described and referred to in many ways in various languages and at

different times in history: Chi (China), Ki (Japan), Bioenergy (Russia, Europe), Animal



Magnetism (Austria, late 1700s–1800s via Franz Mesmer’s experiments), Spiritus (old Rome),

Prana (India), Mana, Bioplasma, Pneuma, Vital fluid, Odic force, Orgone . . . and Aura.

Whatever we call it, it is the same thing.There also are many different healing methods that

deal with that same thing: Therapeutic Touch (TT), Healing Touch, Acupuncture, Acupressure,

Reiki, QiGong, Quantum Touch, Esoteric Healing, Magnetic Healing, Crystal Healing, Pranic

Healing, and of course Bioenergy Healing, or Biotherapy. It is impossible to list them all, since

there are new methods popping up virtually every day. However, they all deal with the same

energy, just in different ways. I liken it to cars. They all have four wheels, and they all take you

places; some of them just do it faster and fancier than others. I like to think of Biotherapy (or

Bioenergy Healing) as the Ferrari of energy healing. It is one of the fastest and most effective

methods out there.The healthy energy field is smooth and even around the whole body

extending to an approximate distance of an arm’s length. It forms a sort of egg-shaped shield

around us, similar to the protective energy shield around the starship Enterprise, just wider.The

human aura has distinguishable layers, with the thinnest running just millimeters around the

skin. The layers are connected to the chakras—energy centers along the midline of the

body.Healthy energy fieldThere are seven main chakras and twenty-one secondary ones,

although each fingertip and toe-tip has one as well. Each chakra is connected to corresponding

areas of the body including internal organs. Some authors propose there are nine main

chakras while others count eleven, but for our purposes, the different numbers are not so

important. We do affect them greatly in the healing process; however, it is not crucial to know

all about them in order to heal.The chakras—if we could see them—would look like small

funnels or tornadoes coming out of the body. What we do see—after the first training session—

is brightness in the areas where they are supposed to be.The healthy chakra is smooth,

straight, and even. If there is a problem it is indicated by a rough, bent, or uneven shape.

Regardless of whether we can see chakras or not, bioenergy healing will affect them in a

positive way and it will affect all of them, since our healing method concentrates on the whole

being as one unit.Main chakrasSecondary chakras of the handThe goal of the healthy energy

field is to stay balanced and smooth under all circumstances. It does change every moment of

our lives, but it tends to go back to that balance as soon as possible. For instance, if someone

cuts you off on the road while driving, the energy increases all around you for a quick speck of

time (part of the fight-or-flight response), followed by a period of low energy—a result of the

anger, fright, or anguish you may experience. The length of this time period depends on your

personality: you may let it go within seconds, or you may carry it as low energy all day long. In

this case, the imbalance is not limited to just one area, but spreads throughout the whole

energy field. This would result in a weaker immune system and less protection to your body in

general. However, in most instances, it is forgotten quickly, and your energy resumes the usual

balance. The same scenario would occur in the case of eating or drinking something unhealthy

—the energy would return to balance after full digestion.Aura indicating lung imbalanceAura

indicating excess of energy around headIn the opposite scenario, happy thoughts make the

field much wider and stronger as long as the thoughts last. Healthy food and beverages do the

same. We will discuss this in more detail later on.The real problems start (or are indicated)

when part of the field is out of balance for a longer period of time. For instance, less energy

around the lungs would be the indication of either asthma, bronchitis, or other lung problems,

or the by-product of smoking.On the other hand, excess energy in a small area of the aura is

also an indication of a problem, usually associated with pain, inflammation, hyperactivity, and

similar overabundances of sensation; such is the case with headaches.In the case of

headaches, the modern response is to take a few painkillers and numb the pain. There are



many other options, though, including a quick bioenergy treatment. It takes me about two

minutes to stop a headache, even without touching the person. A novice healer may take five

to ten minutes—which is still faster than Tylenol!Most new students ask me the same

questions: “Will I be able to do that?” “Can anyone do that?” “Do I have to be gifted to do

biotherapy?”The answer is simple. Just like anything else in the world, anyone can do this to a

certain degree. We can all learn to play basketball, right? However—even though I consider

myself a good player—I know I will never slam-dunk like Michael Jordan. I have a certain

height limitation that prevents me from doing that. We can all learn to play the piano, but again,

I will never play like Liszt or Chopin. The bottom line is that we can all do anything we want.

However, we are better in certain things than in others. The same goes with bioenergy healing.

You will find your full potential as you learn and practice.4.The (Energetic) Reasons for

IllnessAs we know, everything is energy; thus everything vibrates at a certain frequency. When

you listen to your car radio and travel far from the radio station, eventually another similar

frequency interferes and distorts your reception. The same happens when you listen to music

and someone with a louder stereo passes by. In similar fashion, our energy field gets disrupted

by other sources of vibration—and there are many.SourceElectromagnetic fields: Since we are

of electromagnetic nature, other electromagnetic fields may disrupt this balance. These could

be TV sets, computers, microwave ovens, cell phones, fluorescent light, power lines, and so

on. Anything in our vicinity will change our field. The influence depends on the strength of the

source. For instance, electrical power lines above the house will disrupt the bioenergy more

than an alarm clock radio by our bedside. A study in Britain concluded that a ten-minute

conversation on the cell phone will disrupt the bioenergy for almost a week! In similar fashion,

fluorescent lights don’t give off the full spectrum of light; plus, they vibrate at a level our eyes

can barely notice, just enough to mess with our bioenergy.SolutionWhat can we do to protect

ourselves? Well, aside from moving to a remote mountain location where only some radio

waves would disrupt our peace, we will always be a target for electromagnetic radiation. Most

of us have already developed a certain electromagnetic immune response, where our energy

became stronger and replenishes itself faster due to everyday “training.” However, we do need

to take certain precautions, such as talking as little as possible on cell phones, and when we

do, using earpieces instead of holding the radiation source to our heads. We can sit far from

the TV set or have a glass of water between us and the set (water sucks in energy, whether it

is positive or negative). Sit far from the computer screen or limit time on the computer. Keep the

alarm clock far from your head. Move away from the power lines. . . .SourceFood: We are what

we eat, right? Just as we won’t put diesel in our gasoline-burning cars because it will destroy

the engine, we shouldn’t put bad fuel in our own bodies either. We cannot ignore the signs. On

a pack of cigarettes, it says that if we smoke it, it will kill us. Unfortunately, we don’t have these

warning signs on food packages, so we have to be diligent in finding the right foods ourselves.

Simply take more time researching, reading labels, and learning about the ingredients that you

can’t pronounce. In fact, here’s a good guideline: if you can’t pronounce it, don’t eat it! You may

have noticed that most grocery stores have a health food aisle. What is the rest of the store

then?! We need to educate ourselves in order to guard our health.Just a little nutritional wake-

up call: Besides the right amount of carbohydrates, fats, and protein from natural, organic,

wholesome foods, your body needs at least 90 different nutrients a day—more than 60

minerals, 16 vitamins, 13 amino acids, and three fatty acids, give or take. How many do you get

daily? Of course, it would be impossible to account for everything in our food, but you do have

to strive for excellence. It is sad to see that most of the country (and the world) is giving in to

the fast-paced lifestyle that includes fast food and tons of sugar. As a matter of fact, at this



moment, two thirds of the population of the United States is overweight while almost a third is

outright obese!Your blood’s natural pH is 7.365. Your entire body is supposed to be slightly

alkaline at all times. This is where it functions properly. Only your stomach and large intestines

are acidic. However, thanks to the typical Western diet, most people are becoming more and

more acidic. All illness, disease, cancer, bacteria, virus, inflammation, arthritis, and other

undesirable conditions thrive in an acidic environment (there are some very rare exceptions).

When eating acidic foods, your body tries to protect its alkalinity in several ways. It will try to

attach the acid to fat and pull it away from the internal organs (that part is quite visible!), or it

will try to neutralize the acid with minerals, such as calcium, magnesium, potassium, and such.

If you don’t have enough of those in your diet, it will pull the same minerals out of your bones,

eventually causing osteoporosis, arthritis, inflammation, and such.SolutionPlease read up on

this subject as well. With the proper diet, not only can you ward off most illnesses while

becoming alkaline and healthy, but your body will drop fat as a side effect, and you will truly feel

like a million dollars!If you are not looking for a lifestyle change, the least you can do is stay

away from humankind’s greatest enemy: processed sugar. The latest studies suggest that it is

the main ingredient at the source of every illness and disease, including cancer and

Alzheimer’s disease. In fact, you may want to stay away from all processed carbohydrates if

you want to lead a healthy life. Nothing good can be found in treated, bleached flour or rice, or

any other grains for that matter. Limit all animal food sources to the minimum, and increase live

green vegetables to the maximum . . . do your homework!SourceWater: In the process of

becoming healthy, you should also pay attention to what you drink. Your body was made to

process calories from food—not from drinks. Food stays in your stomach for a very long time—

hours. Liquids leave the stomach within fifteen or so minutes. If those liquids contain any sugar,

it will reach the blood much faster than it would from food, which has to break down slowly to

that level. The quick load of sugar in the body requires a panicky insulin production from your

pancreas, which not only gets exhausted in the process, but continues doing so until there is

no more sugar in the system. Suddenly, the body will find itself in need of sugar—now because

of the overabundance of insulin. That’s when you experience the “sugar low.” Another quick

swig of the carbonated sugary drink temporarily fixes the problem, but it just leads to the same

vicious cycle.Drinking diet soda is not a solution—it will just make things worse. By now, your

body has learned to respond to the sweetness in the mouth. Before the sweet stuff even

reaches the stomach, the pancreas gets into insulin production mode, not knowing that there

really isn’t any sugar coming. You automatically put yourself into the low sugar mode that

makes you hungry. It is quite counterproductive, isn’t it? Not to mention that most diet drinks

are sweetened with aspartame, which is a derivative of wood alcohol (methyl alcohol), which in

the body breaks down into formaldehyde and further into formic acid, which contributes to

acidosis and all of its related problems.SolutionSo what can you drink? Since pure glacier milk

(highly alkaline and mineral-rich water) is not readily available to all of us, try mineral water,

regular spring water, or any filtered water clear of pollutants and chemicals. Do your research,

and you will find good sources of water filters, alkalizers, ionizers, and such. Litmus paper is

cheap and excellent for checking your water’s alkalinity. Green tea and other herbal teas are

good, as well as certain super greens and other green powdered water additives. Let your taste

buds experience foods. Relax them when you drink. You will notice minute differences even in

the taste of various types of water. Energize the water yourself! It can’t be healthier than that.

Read up on it at the end of this book.SourceGeopathic zones or geopathic stress: These are

mostly underground areas where, for certain reasons, the energy is disrupted and negatively

affects your energy field. These areas may not be too dangerous, but spending a lot of time



above them will eventually take its toll. If you sleep above a geopathic zone for many years, it

will slowly drain your energy, and you may become vulnerable to serious disease. Some people

are sensitive to those areas, which may result in sleeping problems, getting up tired, having

headaches, and so on. Working or studying in those areas will result in more tiredness, lack of

concentration, and general lethargy.SolutionIf you suspect that you live above a cave or

cavern, underground water, or other source of geopathic stress, the best solution is to either

move away or at least move your bed to a safe location. There are some sophisticated

instruments that can measure and find these locations; however, they may not be available to

you. Trained dowsers may be a better solution. Dowsers are people who raised their sensitivity

level using such instruments as dowsing rods or pendulums, and they usually search for water,

oil, and other underground goods, including treasure. Many are specialized in finding geopathic

zones. This is another science that most people can learn, including you! Learn the fastest way

to dowse from: Biotherapy: A Healing for the 21st Century by yours truly.If you can’t move, the

cheapest solution to counter the negative radiation would be to repel it by some metal (mostly

copper) rods or plates placed under your bed or work station. Again, do diligent research!There

are many instruments, gadgets, and gizmos that neutralize most harmful radiation (including

electromagnetic fields and geopathic stress), such as Q-link, Teslar, Tachyon, and others—with

more or less success. New technologies appear every day, so again: research. Read up on

dowsing at the end of this book . . .SourceCosmic radiation: There is not much we can do

about this one, but we have to mention it. There are many types of cosmic rays that hit us all

the time, day and night. Gamma rays, X-rays, protons, and similar energy types that originate

mostly outside the solar system, are divided into primary and secondary rays. The secondary

are the ones that penetrate the earth’s magnetic field and may be harmful to us whether on the

ground or in an airplane. Most of us are quite resistant to these radiations since we have been

bombarded by them since birth. Some radiation can penetrate the earth and bounce back,

picking up some negative energy from sources such as geopathic zones and eventually hitting

us with slightly more negativity than on the way down. Note that by “negativity” or “negative

energy,” we don’t mean “minus”; rather, we mean the negative influence on our

energy.SolutionRelax, it is not that bad. However, if you are worried, this can also be tackled

with dowsing.
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Laura R, “This is a wonderful and amazing healing technique. This is a wonderful and amazing

healing technique. Csongor Daniel brings it off of the page into your hands, in his book,

"Bioenergy Healing". I was at first somewhat unsure if this would be helpful for me, as I have

been a Reiki practitioner for about 10 years. I thought perhaps it would be too similar to Reiki. It

has some similarities, but at the same time is so different, I feel this is like icing on the cake! He

teaches this wonderful healing modality with clear, concise, at times humorous instruction. The

pictures make it easy to visualize what is happening energetically, and the QR codes in the

book take you right to a video demonstration of the lesson. I've been easily able to apply this

method of healing quickly, effortlessly, and joyfully. Mr. Daniel reaches through the book to

gently guide you with support and kindness to help others. This book has helped me learn and

grow as one who wants to help others heal. I highly recommend it, whether you are

experienced or not, at helping others heal.”

S. McMullen, “I really enjoyed his first book as well. Csongor gives and thorough but simple

explanation of bioenergy healing complete with photographs, drawings and links to Youtube

videos. I really enjoyed his first book as well, but there is more depth in the second. But if you

want to know it all get both!”

Judit B., “How bioenergy works. Csongor Daniel's "Bioenergy healing" is a book about our

ability to "heal", to help ourselves and the people around us. It shows the steps how to do

it...Excelent book, easy to understand andto folow the steps, to do the exercices. The QR

codes are very useful, they lead to videos which show us how to do correctly all the

movements the author explained before.I recommand Csongor Daniel's newbook to all those

who are interested in alternative medicine, or are just curious how bioenergy works.”

Lisa Blomme, “Excellent Book. This book was very well written in a very easy to use,

consistent, format. He added great videos demonstrating all the techniques. My only

suggestion would be to include a corresponding link since I couldn't use my phone to read the

QR code since I was reading the ebook on my cell phone Kindle.”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Literally a Manual. Took a chance on a $2 book and it totally paid off. If

you're interested in learning about auras, healing or just how it sort of works, worth the read.”

tibi, “Indeed it's a good book to be read. Indeed it's a good book to be read . In my opinion is

better than the first that Daniel wrote . But I recommend also the first for the best introduction

in Biotherapy . In the first there are depicted more techniques and whoever wants to learn

about these very interesting means of healing I am sure that every person will find out one

which is very suitable for him or her.I recommend it”

kath k., “Five Stars. Excellent! Very generous with sharing wonderful techniques........great

idea having videos to guide us thru the different processes. Thank you!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Wow, wow, wow!. This is the best healing book I have ever brought. Is

easy to understand and follow. Resonates with me on a deep level. Excited, thank you to

Csongor Daniel for writing such an incredible book.”

James Kilmartin, “Bio-energy Healing :simple techniques. Good book to read ,excellent tips

and advice. Great for the learner.”

EcoWorrier, “I had the great privilege to study Bioenergy healing with it's founder who .... This

is every a simple to follow book that lays out the moves to this incredible healing modality. Reiki

with rockets! I had the great privilege to study Bioenergy healing with it's founder who is also

Csonger Daniel's teacher and use it in my work even session. Read it and start healing

immediately.”

Char, “Amazing book.. Amazing book. Thank you. Gives so much.”

Michelle, “Great. Love this book”

The book by Csongor Daniel has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 135 people have provided feedback.
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